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Recruitment Newsletter
 

Thank you for registering!
You are receiving this newsletter because you signed up through our Google

form  or contacted our recruitment services to obtain information about job

seeking  in Sweden. We have compiled some relevant info in this Newsletter and

hope this will be of use to you in your continued search. 

Testimony from a Successful candidate

 
We've published an article on our website which
includes a testimony from Chloé, a young
French candidate who successfully integrated
the Swedish job-market. She offers some very
useful reflections and insights when describing
her path from the searching stage to
employment.

 
Read Chloé's Testimony

Job Offers
Please see information about ongoing job offers here below. Clicking on the photo

will direct you to a webpage with more info. The first offer comes from a client of
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our recruitment services. The second photo will direct you to the VIE offers

currently available in Sweden. The third will take you to Northvolt's recruiting

tool. 
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Upcoming Workshops
In anticipation of integrating the Swedish workplace, it might be a good idea to

participate in our workshops, which are intended to give you the tools necessary to

thrive in your new environment! Have a look below if this is something for you. 

Do you want to adapt your CV to Swedish standards? This workshop hosted by
Estelle Darrigade, a certified executive coach, will address the key aspects to
address and pitfalls to avoid when presenting your CV to Swedish employers.
The workshop is centered on a hands-on approach meaning personalized
advice from an experienced professional. Click on the image below to register
or on the button for a pdf brochure featuring detailed info about the event.
Please note that the workshop will be held in French.

Detailed info
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Join us on the 25th of March for a cross-cultural workshop with Berlitz. This
workshop will address the cultural gaps between Sweden and other nations
that can challenge the success of cross-cultural collaborations. We’ll focus on
some practical know-how to empower you to work together with the largest
Scandinavian nation more effectively. The keynote speaker will be Stéphanie
Gibbs, responsible for Nordic seminars at  Berlitz Sweden. Press the button
below for the detailed info and to register for the event. Please note that the
event will be held in French. 

Your Feedback is highly appreciated!
If you found this newsletter useful, please let us know by clicking the button
below and sharing your thoughts with us in an email. Any suggestions for
improvement are also welcome, as this will help us adapt the content and
make it as useful as possible for you. Thank you for supporting this initiative. 
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Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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